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• The goal of this project was to create a framework for Calgary-based organizations and 
groups interested in pursuing plans for naming, renaming, commemoration, and removal 
(NRCR), to utilize in creating their own plans. 

• The framework was based on research, established practices, and in-depth  
engagement with identified stakeholder groups and in its final form is presenting  
as a resourceful handbook.

Overview

Project deliverables, including the NRCR Handbook, can be found on the 
Heritage Calgary website. 

• Today we are faced with big questions around the act of naming and, consequently, 
renaming. 

• The questions surrounding naming and renaming are difficult and inevitable, and all circle 
around an age-old quandary – what’s in a name? 

• If the names of the places we cherish, frequent, and gather are not reflective of the 
fascinatingly diverse society Calgary is today, should those places be renamed to 
better reflect that diverse landscape? 

• When should we consider renaming something – when the name is exclusive or 
divisive? When it is harmful? 

PROJECT

https://www.heritagecalgary.ca/naming


ENGAGEMENT

There were 3 phases of stakeholder engagement: 

PUBLIC SURVEY

There was a public survey that was sent available to all Calgarians, distributed in fall 2021. There 
were 3 phases of stakeholder engagement: 

Nearly 100 individuals were a part of this process

Typological analysis of the engagement led to the development of a set of related but 
distinct key categories of importance in a NRCR process

Phase 1
Individual Interviews

Phase 2
Small Group 

Discussions & Follow 
Up Interviews

Phase 3
Community and 

Stakeholder 
Engagement on 

Framework Elements

400+ responses 260+ written 
responses

Survey open for  
3 months

Over 80% of survey respondents rated the level of importance 
of this project as moderately to very important



THE LITERATURE REVIEW

Examined over 70 published works (best and comparable practice, interviews, 
article, studies, etc.)

Type:

 10  Municipalities

 7  Larger Jurisdictions 
  (Nation/State)

 16  Education Facilities

Notably: Yale, City of Toronto, 
Ryerson University

 0  Popular Media

 29  Academic Study

 3  Interview

 3  Other

Type:

 7  Municipalities

 4  Larger Jurisdictions 
      (Nation/State)

 5  Education Facilities

Reviewed 
No Notes 

– Originals 
Provided

Originals 
with Notes



A. Involve the community and people for whom  
the issue is important.

B. Understand the historical significance and 
original intention for the installation or name.

C. Understand any harm associated with the 
individual, event, or practice identified. 

D. Engage with original namers or installers, or their 
community or descendants, when appropriate or 
possible.

E. Understand the land on which the statue, 
memorial, or commemoration is being placed or  
that the name will relate to.

F. Think about the physical context of the 
installation or naming/renaming opportunity.

G. Identify opportunities for education and 
awareness (i.e., historical significance, diversity 
of the community, impact for equity-seeking 
communities).

H. Amplify histories, people, and events that have 
been traditionally undertold or less known.

I. Align with the values or principles of the 
community or organization.

J. Explore the meaning or significance to the 
current community.

K. Consider meaning and significance acquired  
or lost over time.

L. Explore if the name or commemoration is 
honouring the whole person or a single act.

• The NRCR Handbook identifies common 
Principles that these types of projects 
encounter and address. 

• The Principles present ideas and discussion 
questions to guide NRCR project teams 
through what might be complex discussions

Principles



• The NRCR Handbook identifies eight 
steps to guide community groups 
through an NRCR project.

• It is structured around the core findings 
from the research and community 
engagement.

• It provides practical advice on how to 
structure and carry out a community-
based project. 

Process

RECOMMENDATIONS

Heritage Calgary has several 
recommendations to ensure this tool and 
the spirit of the tool is well represented 
and ingrained in our future policies and 
ways of communicating and approaching 
these types of projects

• In collaboration with The City of 
Calgary and other Calgary community 
organizations Heritage Calgary plans 
to spearhead the adoption and 
utilization of the NRCR Handbook 
within the City of Calgary. 


